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A translator translates the WRITTEN word. For the Special Education translator, this
means a very broad range of documents requiring very specific vocabulary. Use the cognate
words on the upcoming pages, along with the glossary in the back of your workbook to help you
translate forms, documents, letters, flyers, etc. On page six you will find the rules for the proper
use of written accent marks. On page seven, you will look at how to divide words at the end of a
line and how to properly write adverbs. Remember that the documents that you send home to
parents are an important reflection on the department, the school and the school district.
Always proofread your work carefully, and thoroughly research any words or phrases that you
are unsure of. Try to keep the translation as simple as possible without compromising the
document itself. Many parents complain that, even when documents are translated into Spanish,
they still have great difficulty understanding them, as the language is too complicated.

Interpreting
The interpreter interprets the SPOKEN word and, many times, you have been asked
to be the interpreter for an IEP. Remember when you are interpreting for a parent
or parents, you should try to avoid using large, unfamiliar words as well as special
education jargon. For example, say you need to interpret, “We are going to
re-evaluate this objective quarterly.” Instead of,“Vamos a reevaluar este objetivo
trimestralmente,” (yikes), how about simply stating, “Vamos a reevaluar este objetivo cada
3 meses.” (Much better).
One challenge faced by interpreters is that they may be unfamiliar with special education
acronyms and their meaning. On the following page is a short list of acronyms and simple
definitions.
When interpreting during a meeting, if a team member says something that you are
confused by or feel that you would like confirmed, simply let the parent know that
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is taking place, nor should you interject your own opinion about the topic being
discussed. If possible, encourage the non-Spanish speaking members of the
IEP team to look directly at the parents when they speak, (not at you). This shows respect for the
parents and helps them feel more involved in the conversation and in the meeting.
Here’s just a small sample of the glossary:

pasamano; pasamanos
rampa
pruebas aleatorias; pruebas al azar
rango; alcance (m.)
rango de movimiento;
alcance de movimiento (m.)
rash
erupción (f.); roncha
rattle
sonaja; sonajero
raw food
alimento crudo
raw score
puntuación original(f.); valor bruto
readiness skills
aptitud académica (f.)
reading achievement logros en lectura
reading level
nivel de lectura (m.)
railing
ramp
random testing
range
range of motion

reasoning
recent study
receptive language
recognition
record (data)
Reduced Price Lunch
re-evaluation
referral
referral form
registration form
regular education
reinforcement
related services

razonamiento
estudio reciente
lenguaje receptivo (m.)
reconocimiento
registro; archivo
Almuerzo al precio reducido
reevaluación (f.)
remisión (f.); derivación (f.);
referimiento
formulario de derivación;
formulario de referimiento
formulario de inscripción
educación general (f.)
refuerzo
servicios relacionados

